CLASS

is in session

Come in and learn something new or just simply refresh your knowledge of something you already know!
What’s GHY U?

GHY U is an internal program that educates GHY associates on international trade, business administration, and aids in the development of our associates’ personal lives.

How Does it Work?

We hold a series of courses taught by subject matter experts, in a three-semester program; classes are held during office hours and associates can attend locally or remotely.
We believe in finding and harnessing the potential of our associates and allowing for their continued growth and development both inside and outside our walls.
GHY University (GHY U) is a program established in 2009 to allow GHY associates to enhance their technical knowledge of the trade and customs industry, customer service, the professional and business environment, and better their personal life and well-being.

GHY U was established as a way to continue the intellectual growth and development of our associates.
your CROWNING achievement
GHY associates are able to obtain various levels of educational achievements through GHY University.

Why not make a go for a GHY U Diploma, Certificate, Bachelors Degree, or even for the distinguished GHY U Masters Degree?
We currently offer 60 unique courses for our associates, and the class list grows each year introducing new and meaningful topics!

Many classes are designed by associates for associates, with the goal of personal and professional development being top of mind!

Associates have the chance every day to learn, grow, and achieve with an array of classes designed to educate on computer usage, communication etiquette, GHY’s technology systems, industry knowledge, customer service, and many more!
The Profs

GHY U classes are all taught by well educated, subject matter experts!

Over 80% of our courses our being taught by GHY associates!

GHY has even partnered with experts like Robert R. Scurfield & Associates, and the Canadian Society of Customs Brokers (C.S.C.B.) to enlighten our associates on leadership and industry regulations!
GHY lives and breathes this concept of CARE every day! We always give 100% focus on our clients, we consistently help each other out no matter what, we will make sure to go that extra mile for our customers, and by working closely with our clients, we can always find innovative ways to improve the supply chain making everybody’s lives a little easier!

That is what CARE stands for and this is why we do what we do!
Are you in?